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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the results of an airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) survey commissioned by
IAFCP for the Kalimantan Forests and Climate Partnership (KFCP) REDD+ demonstration activity in Central
Kalimantan, Indonesia. The survey was carried out from July 2010 – June 2012, and covered two study areas
in Central Kalimantan for which LiDAR data with different specifications were acquired. The first study area
was part of the Ex Mega Rice Project (EMRP) area comprising 693 806 ha in total where full coverage
discrete return LiDAR data was acquired. The second study area was the KFCP project site with a spatial
extent of 123 608 ha, for which a combination of transects and full coverage high point density full
waveform LiDAR data and orthophotos with a total coverage of 25 322 ha were acquired.
RSS – Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH (RSS) was the main contractor and responsible for the project
management, implementation and data analysis. Surtech was subcontracted for the execution of the LiDAR
and aerial photo data acquisition, benchmark point collection and processing, and the collection of
checkpoint data used for the accuracy assessment and quality control.
The key objectives of the study were to:
-

Collect airborne LiDAR data for the different study areas with the technical specifications provided in
the Terms of Reference.

-

Collect Differential GPS (dGPS) benchmark and checkpoint data within the LiDAR coverage area.

-

Classify the LiDAR study area into different land cover classes.

-

Filter the LiDAR data and classify the ground returns, and produce digital terrain models (DTMs) of
different spatial resolution, as well as a contour map.

-

Generate a drainage infrastructure map.

-

Conduct rigorous accuracy assessment and quality control of the LiDAR data, the aerial photos and all
the derived products.

The project area was classified into different land cover classes based on satellite remote sensing data with
an overall accuracy of 85.0% and a Kappa coefficient of 0.83. A detailed LiDAR ground point filtering
workflow was developed specifically for this study, as it was deemed necessary to adjust the filtering for the
different land cover classes. Digital terrain models (DTMs) and contour maps were created at different
spatial resolutions from the filtered point cloud. In addition, a digital drainage network map for the project
area was produced based on a digital surface model (DSM). Orthorectification and mosaicking of the aerial
photos was also carried out by RSS.
A key focus of this study was on the overall evaluation as well as a rigorous accuracy assessment and quality
control of all the derived data products. The guidelines of the American Society for Photogrammetry and
Remote Sensing (ASPRS) were strictly followed for accuracy assessment and quality control. Each of the
derived DTMs was analysed for absolute fundamental vertical accuracy (the accuracy of the data on open
terrain) and absolute supplemental vertical accuracy (the accuracy of the data for each different land cover
category). Furthermore an assessment of relative vertical accuracy of the DTMs derived from the different
LiDAR datasets of the discrete return coverage and the full waveform coverage was conducted.
For the discrete return LiDAR coverage, it was found that the 1 m spatial resolution DTM had the highest
fundamental vertical accuracy at 0.18 m, which is extremely close to the vertical accuracy of the raw LiDAR
data at 0.14m. With decreasing spatial resolution of the DTM, the modelled terrain surface tends to be
lower than the GPS checkpoints, and the fundamental vertical accuracy decreases substantially down to
3.19m for the 25m DTM. It can be concluded that the highest possible spatial resolution must be used to
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achieve the highest possible accuracy of the DTMs. The coarser the spatial resolution, the lower the
modelled terrain elevation. The assessment of the absolute supplemental vertical accuracy confirmed that
the 1m DTM had the highest vertical accuracy for all classes except for the class ‘Peat Swamp Forest’ where
the 5m DTM was most accurate. However, with further decreasing spatial resolution, the supplemental
vertical accuracy for this class also decreases.
For the full waveform LiDAR dataset collected in the KFCP area, the results of the accuracy assessment
revealed that the highest absolute fundamental vertical accuracy was achieved also at 1m spatial resolution.
However, the vertical accuracy of the 1m DTM is slightly lower than from the discrete return dataset, at
0.28m. This is directly related to the lower point cloud accuracy of 0.20m of the full waveform dataset.
Similar to the discrete return LiDAR data, the DTMs with lower spatial resolution tend to have a lower
fundamental vertical accuracy.
The assessment of relative vertical accuracy showed that the highest similarity between the DTMs can be
achieved at 1m spatial resolution, with decreasing relative vertical accuracy at lower resolution. However, it
was also shown that the differences between the products derived from the two different LiDAR datasets
are not significant.
The results and products of this LiDAR study can be used for planning and modelling of hydrological
interventions and assist in quantifying peat subsidence through the processes bacterial decomposition, fire,
and mechanical compaction which has the potential to form a key part of measuring greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions from peat. The topographical data generated can also be used for the assessment and planning of
agricultural interventions, with a focus on water management. Furthermore, the results of this study provide
detailed information on channels and drainage infrastructure, and can therefore be used as a tool in
monitoring development in the peatlands and to monitor drainage and assess its impacts. Finally, the
derived datasets can be used as an input to directly estimate average vegetation height of different
vegetation types (forest, agricultural crops etc.) and their internal canopy structure, with the possibility to
derive aboveground biomass and carbon stock estimates from the LiDAR data.
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1. Introduction
This report describes the data and methods used, the obtained data products, and the corresponding
accuracy of these products for the airborne Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) survey commissioned by
the Indonesaa-Australia Forest Carbon Partnership (IAFCP) for its Kalimantan Forests and Climate
Partnership (KFCP) REDD+ demonstration activity in Central Kalimantan, Indonesia. Surtech was
subcontracted for the execution of the LiDAR and aerial photo data acquisition, benchmark point collection
and processing, and the collection of checkpoint data used for the accuracy assessment and quality control.
RSS – Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH (RSS) was the main contractor and responsible for the project
management, implementation and data analysis. The project area was classified into different land cover
classes based on satellite remote sensing data. Different LiDAR ground point filtering approaches were
developed for land cover classes. Digital terrain models (DTMs) and contour maps were created from these
filtered LiDAR ground point clouds. In addition, a digital drainage infrastructure map for the project area was
produced based on a digital surface model (DSM). Orthorectification and mosaicking of the aerial photos
was also carried out by RSS. Finally, RSS conducted an overall evaluation, accuracy assessment, and quality
control process for all the derived data products.
This report summarises the study objectives, provides a detailed description of the study area, the data and
methods used and products produced, including a land cover classification, a detailed drainage
infrastructure map, LiDAR derived digital terrain models (DTMs) of different spatial resolution, elevation
contour maps and ortho photos. Particular attention is given to assessing the accuracy of the LiDAR products
according to the guidelines of the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS).

2. Objectives
The following objectives were defined in the Terms of Reference (TOR):


Collection of airborne LiDAR data for the KFCP area and parts of the EMRP area (areas 4.1 to 4.2) with
2 pt/m2 (Figure 1). Conducted by Surtech.



Collection of airborne full waveform LiDAR data for 25 332 ha within the KFCP area with 8 pt/m2
(Figure 1). Conducted by Surtech.



Collection of aerial photos for a 25 332 ha area within the KFCP target area (Figure 1). Conducted by
Surtech.



Differential GPS (dGPS) benchmark and checkpoint collection within the LiDAR study area. Conducted
by Surtech and RSS.



Accuracy assessment and quality control of the recorded airborne LiDAR data and the aerial photos.
Conducted by Surtech.



Classification of the LiDAR study area into different land cover classes based on satellite remote
sensing data. Conducted by RSS.



Production of a drainage infrastructure map of the LiDAR study area based on a DSM derived from the
LiDAR data. Conducted by RSS.



Filtering of the LiDAR 3D point clouds to get only ground returns. Conducted by RSS.



Interpolation of the LiDAR ground return clouds to generate DTMs for varying spatial resolutions (1 m,
5 m, 10 m, 25 m) for the two different LiDAR data sets (8 pt/m2 and 2 pt/m2). Conducted by RSS.
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Generation of a contour map based on the 1m spatial resolution DTM derived from the LiDAR data (2
pt/m2; the DTM was resampled to 25m spatial resolution based on a bicubic interpolation). Conducted
by RSS.



Orthorectification and mosaicking of the aerial photos. Conducted by RSS.



Overall evaluation, accuracy assessment and quality control of all the derived data products.
Conducted by RSS.

The TOR required the production of one DTM for the Area 4 – discrete return (spatial resolution 50m or less
and suitable for a scale better than 1:50 000) and one DTM for the full waveform area (no special
requirements regarding the spatial resolution). We created three additional products:
-

a DTM with 1m spatial resolution
a DTM with 5m spatial resolution
a DTM with 10m spatial resolution

The decision to create these DTM resolutions was agreed during a joint project review meeting with Marnix
van der Vat (Deltares) and Pieter van Waarden (Dutch Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water
Management) in Munich 1 December 2011.
The project will benefit substantially from the provision of these additional DTMs. For example small
drainage channels (tatas) in the peatlands can only be detected in a 1m DTM, but not in a 25m DTM.
The high resolution DTMs were also subjected to a detailed accuracy assessment. The results of this analysis
showed that carrying out this additional work was well justified as the absolute fundamental accuracies of
the DTMs with a higher spatial resolution are better than the DTMs with a lower spatial resolution (see
Chapters 5.5.1 and 5.5.2).

LiDAR survey of KFCP Project Site and EMRP Area in Central Kalimantan, Indonesia
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3. Study Area
The LiDAR survey was located in the province of Central Kalimantan, Indonesia and covered selected parts of
the Ex Mega Rice Project (EMRP) (Figure 1). The area is characterised by peatlands, whereby the southern
parts consist of agricultural and fallow land and the northern part is covered primarily by peat swamp
forests that were logged in the early and mid-1990s. The whole study area has been under severe
anthropogenic pressure for the past three decades. The most severe impact was caused by the EMRP,
conceptualised by the Indonesian government in 1995, which aimed to convert an uncultivated area of 988
568 hectares (ha) for rice cultivation through the construction of about 6 000 kilometres (km) of drainage
and irrigation channels in peatland between 1996 and 1997.
LiDAR data for the KFCP area (123 608 ha) and the areas 4.1 – 4.4 (4.1 = 124 115 ha, 4.2 = 186 491 ha, 4.3 =
90 654 ha, and 4.4 = 16 838 ha), 693 806 ha in total, were captured at a rate of 2 points per square meter
(pt/m2) from 15 August 2011 to 15 October 2011 with discrete return LiDAR (Figure 1 - red outlines). For an
area of 25 322 ha within the KFCP area (Figure 1 right, orange) full wave form LiDAR data and aerial photos
were recorded. The LiDAR data for this area was captured at a rate of 8 pt/m2.
Figure 1: Overview of the island of Borneo with the location of the areas (KFCP, 4.1 – 4.4) covered by airborne LiDAR in Central
Kalimantan, Indonesia

Source: Basemap: ESRI; Outlines: Provided by KFCP.
Note: The detailed map (right) shows the location of these airborne LiDAR areas within the Blocks (A – E) of the Ex Mega Rice Project
(EMRP). It also displays the areas where full waveform LiDAR data and aerials photos were recorded (orange).
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4. Data and Methods
4.1 Airborne LiDAR Data and Aerial Photos
A detailed overview of the specifications and collection of the airborne LiDAR data and aerial photos is given
in the ‘Report on Topographic Mapping by Airborne Laser Scanning August to October 2011’ (Surtech 2011).
The following LiDAR data acquisition parameters were utilised:
8 pt/m2 with full waveform and aerial photos:


Laser pulse frequency – 70 KHz



Scan frequency – 59



Half scan angle – 11.7°



Flying height – 500m above ground



Speed – 80 knots



Side overlap – 30%



Net swath width – 145m



Image forward overlap – 35%



Image ground pixel size – approx. 8 cm



Calculated point density – 8.2 pt/m2

2pt/m2 without full waveform and aerial photos:


Laser pulse frequency – 100 KHz



Scan frequency – 45



Half scan angle – 22°



Flying height – 800 m above ground



Speed – 110 knots



Side overlap – 30%



Net swath width – 450 m



Calculated point density – 2.8 pt/m2

The survey datum for the LiDAR data was the Indonesian National Datum (DGN95). This survey datum was
established in June 2010 with of a number of new GPS control benchmarks and is described fully in the
report ‘GPS Control Network Establishment Report Central Kalimantan Indonesia’ (Surtech 2010). The
DGN95 coordinate datum is based on the WGS84 spheroid and has following geodetic parameters and
mapping projection:


Reference ellipsoid:

WGS 84 (computed to the ITRF 2000 reference frame)



Semi major axis:

6 378 137.000 m



Semi minor axis:

6 356 752.314 m



Flattening:

298.2572235
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Vertical:

Orthometric height as derived by applying the EGM08 calculated
geoid/ellipsoid separation to the measured ellipsoid height.



Projection:

UTM Zone 50S



Central meridian:

E 117 degrees



False easting:

500 000m



False northing:

10 000 000m



Scale factor at CM:

0.9996

The initial vertical datum utilised during data capture was geoid height calculated by applying a
spheroid/geoid undulation correction (derived from the world model EGM08) to the previously GPSmeasured ellipsoid heights. As the mean sea level was required for the height datum and no reliable mean
sea level origins in South Kalimantan were available, a digital Valeport tide gauge was established on the
Kahayan River at Bahaur. Averaging all readings in the 39 days of observation gave a value of 1.57m, which
was adopted as the mean sea level. All LiDAR data delivered were converted to mean sea level using GPSmeasured EGM08 orthometric heights for the control stations. To convert from EGM08 orthometric
elevation to mean sea level elevation 1.57m had to be added to the orthometric elevation.
Based on GPS base stations, 9 sets of topographic points measured within the study area on clear open
ground and post processed with kinematic GPS strategies were used. The ellipsoidal heights of each of these
ground measured points were then compared to a DSM generated from the ellipsoidal heights of the first
return LiDAR data and an accuracy report generated. This is a test of the accuracy of the LiDAR system and
the detailed results of the analysis are given in the report ‘Report on Topographic Mapping by Airborne
Laser Scanning August to October 2011’ (Surtech 2011). The average accuracy from this analysis was about
0.07 m (1.9600*RMSE(z)).

4.2 DGPS Field Survey
A detailed overview of the specifications and collection of the dGPS data in the field is given in the following
reports:


GPS Control Network Establishment Report Central Kalimantan Indonesia (Surtech 2010).



Establishment of the GPS control network and checkpoint survey (RSS GmbH 2010).

4.3 Land Cover Classification
The basis for the land cover classification within the LiDAR study area was Landsat-7 ETM+ data for the year
2009. Due to the failure of the scan line corrector (SLC) of the Landsat-7 ETM+ sensor in May 2003, images
after this date have gaps. Prior to the image classification, the following pre-processing procedures were
conducted in order to optimise data quality and to correct any errors in the data:


Atmospheric correction



Geometric correction



Cloud masking



Cloud and gap filling
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A segment-based classification approach based on a predefined hierarchical rule-set was applied. This
methodology classifies spatially adjacent and groups of pixels with spectrally similar values, so called image
objects, rather than individual pixels. Ancillary data was used for the classification, such as a digital surface
model (derived from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data) and historical logging railway layers.
These ancillary data allowed for a more detailed class hierarchy.
An independent accuracy and verification of the classification results with reference data must provide
user’s and producer’s accuracies for the individual classes, the overall accuracy, and the kappa index. For
historical reference periods, an accuracy assessment is often challenging, due to the lack of reference data.
According to the GOFC-GOLD Sourcebook (GOFC-GOLD 2011), a reinterpretation of samples of the original
data in an independent manner is feasible in such cases. Such a consistency assessment was conducted for
the classification results of the year 2009. A random sample of 373 image objects across the land cover
classes was selected using ArcGIS, which were afterwards interpreted by an independent remote sensing
expert not involved in the classification. Random sampling reduces the risk of bias and allows for an
objective assessment of the uncertainty of the estimates. Sub-classes that were discriminated by the use of
thematic layers (e.g. primary and secondary forest classes were discriminated with historical logging railway
layers) were combined per forest type, since the image interpreter should not use ancillary data. Table 1
shows the results for the user and producer accuracies for the land covers classified. An overall accuracy of
85.0% and a Kappa coefficient of 0.83 was achieved.
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Table 1: User’s and Producer’s accuracies per land cover class in percent from the accuracy assessment of the land cover
classification for the year 2009
Land cover class

User’s accuracy (%)

Producer’s accuracy (%)

Bush/Regrowth/Agroforestry

82.9

59.2

Peat Swamp Forest

88.6

77.5

Grassland/Fern/Agriculture

82.6

79.2

Riparian Forest

80.6

82.9

Heath Forest

88.6

93.9

Non-Vegetated

73.7

77.8

Plantation

77.8

100.0

Settlement

89.5

100.0

Water

100.0

87.0

Wetlands

93.8

88.2

A detailed description of the land cover classification and its accuracy assessment is described in the report
‘Historical Land Cover Classification and Land Cover Change in the Kalimantan Forests and Climate
Partnership (KFCP) Site and the Kapuas District’ (RSS GmbH 2013) as the land cover classification of the
LiDAR survey area was based on that classification.
Next, the land cover classes from the historical land cover classification study were aggregated so that they
fit the TOR of the LiDAR study (Table 2).
Table 2: Aggregation of the former land cover classes from the historical land cover classification and land cover change study in
order to fit the land cover classes of the LiDAR study
Land cover classes from the historical land
cover study
Data Gap

Aggregated land cover classes for the LiDAR
study
No data

Bush/Regrowth/Agroforestry

Shrubland with ground cover

Bush/Regrowth/Agroforestry (swampy)

Shrubland with ground cover

Degraded Peat Swamp Forest

Degraded, open forest

Degraded Riparian Forest/Riverine
Plantation
Grassland/Fern/Agriculture

Degraded, open forest

Heath Forest

Forest

Non-Vegetated

Non vegetated

Peat Swamp Forest

Forest

Plantation

Plantation

Riparian Forest/Riverine Plantation

Forest

Settlement

Settlement

Water

Water

Wetlands

Wetlands

Fern, grassland, and agricultural land

Note: For details see report ‘Historical Land Cover Classification and Land Cover Change in the Kalimantan Forests and Climate
Partnership (KFCP) Site and the Kapuas District’ (RSS GmbH 2013).

4.4 Drainage Infrastructure Map
A drainage infrastructure map containing the watercourses of channels and rivers was digitised by visual
interpretation of a DSM (1m spatial resolution) which was derived from the airborne LiDAR data (from the 2
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pt/m2 data and derived from the deepest LiDAR points within 1 x 1m grid cells). Where available, ancillary
data, in the form of satellite imagery (Landsat, RapidEye), was used to assist the analysis. The centre lines of
the drainage channels were digitised and, in order to get the width of the individual channels, a procedure
was developed which allowed for the automatic determination of channel width based on elevation height
thresholds. The result of this procedure is the average width and the corresponding standard deviation for
every section in the watercourse dataset. About 15 000 km of drainage channels were mapped.

4.5 LiDAR Data Filtering and Interpolation of the DTMs
Both filtering and interpolation solutions used by RSS are implemented within the Inpho software package
(DTMaster and SCOP++). This package was chosen due to its high computational performance, reliability,
and extensive documentation.
The first step is the filtering of the LiDAR point clouds. This is an essential step, since the DTMs are directly
derived from the filtered point clouds. In this study, the filtering is the separation between ground and offground LiDAR points and, since within the study area nearly all off-ground points consist of vegetation, no
further classification is necessary.
The filtering methodology used is the Hierarchic Robust Filtering (Pfeifer et al. 2001). This works in a coarse
to fine strategy, adding more terrain detail in each step. This method is comparable to a hierarchical setup
using image pyramids. The structure of the pyramids is regular, as typically done with images, and the
reduction function operates directly in the point cloud. The methodology consists of three steps:
Step 1: Creation of data pyramids.
Step 2: The Robust Filtering and the DTM generation itself.
Step 3: Comparison of the DTM to data with higher resolution and iterative addition of points for generating
the terrain model.
The Hierarchical Robust Filtering algorithm is based on linear prediction with individual accuracies for each
measurement and works iteratively. In the first step, all points are used to estimate the covariance function
of the terrain. The first surface is computed with equal weights for all points and runs in an averaging way
between ground and vegetation points. Ground points are more likely to:


be below the averaging surface



have negative filter values



have positive residuals.

Vegetation points tend to:


be above or on the averaging surface



have positive filter values



have negative residuals.

After the first model deviation, the filter values are computed and the weight of the points is altered
according to the weight function. If a point is given a low weight, it will have lower influence on the run of
the surface in the next iteration. Two methods are used in order to determine the surface:


Prediction: It is a flexible method in the sense that it computes a surface that approximates the given
data. The flexibility is controlled by a covariance function which is determined from the data.
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Trend: This method computes a plane for each computing unit. A plane is very inflexible and this
method is good for the removal of gross errors.

The implementation methodology runs iteratively a trend surface followed by prediction, so that initially
gross errors are eliminated before a refined filter is run. Although all parameters can be freely chosen, the
methodology as a whole is called robust because it is quite independent of input parameters for the
weighting functions. The results of the filtering operation were visually inspected and remaining outliers
were removed interactively.
Terrain surfaces are an idealisation and an abstraction of the Earth’s surface. They tend to be smooth with
continuous differentials over large areas. They may be area type structures as well as linear structures.
Furthermore, one has to differentiate between large forms and small forms. Larger forms represent the
terrain surface on a large scale, while small forms are local departures of the general surface. Discontinuities
exist in the form of surface edges and escarpments, where surface edges are discontinuities of the first
differential and escarpments are discontinuities of the functional values themselves. These discontinuities
do not directly exist on the Earth’s surface, but they are generated by scaling down the surface and the
projection of the surface onto the horizontal plane.
For the precise description of the terrain surface, SCOP++ uses linear prediction. The theoretical basis of
linear prediction is presented in detail in various scientific publications (Kraus 1998; Assmus 1975; Wild
1983). Linear adaptable prediction corresponds to the statistical estimation method Kriege, often applied in
Geo-sciences (Kraus 1998). Figure 2 shows the mathematical principle of this filtering algorithm. The idea is
to iteratively run the algorithm for each processing unit (cells) until all points within this cell have a final
height of 1 (ground) or 0 (not-ground). We processed the data with a cell size of 3m.
Figure 2: Mathematical principle of the filtering algorithm

Source: Pfeifer et al. 2001

A detailed workflow of the filtering and interpolation procedures is shown in Figure 3. The single procedures
were individually adjusted to the occurring land cover type to get the most reliable results. Buffers along
channels (1m to 10m wide dependent on channel width) were used to filter in a less robust way, in order to
avoid berms along the channels being filtered out.
Figure 4 gives examples of the different steps during the filtering procedures.
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Figure 3: Workflow of the different LiDAR filtering and the subsequent interpolation procedures

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: The single procedures were individually adjusted to the occurring land cover class to get the most reliable results.
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Figure 4: Examples of the different steps during the filtering procedures
Example area overview

Steps 1/2 - Original point cloud (2-8 pt/m2)

Steps 3/4/5 – Robust filtering and recovery

Steps 6/7- Deepest points and quality control (example of non-channel area)

Final filtered cloud

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH

4.6 Contour Map
The contour map was created on the 25m DTM which was resampled with bicubic interpolation from the 1m
DTM. The contour map has a height difference of 0.20m between the contour lines. Both the bicubic
interpolation and the creation of the contour lines were conducted in ArGIS.
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4.7 Accuracy Assessment of the DTMs
Absolute vertical accuracy reporting of the final LiDAR products in this study, as specified in the TOR, is
carried out according to the ASPRS Guidelines ‘Vertical Accuracy Reporting for LiDAR Data’ (ASPRS 2004). To
report the absolute vertical accuracy the error for each checkpoint is computed by subtracting the surveyed
elevation from the checkpoint elevation (in this study from the field dGPS points; see report ‘Establishment
of the GPS control network and checkpoint survey’ (Surtech 2011)) from the LiDAR data set elevation
interpolated at the x/y coordinate of the checkpoint.
Two absolute vertical accuracies are of importance according to the ASPRS Guidelines (ASPRS 2004):
Fundamental Vertical Accuracy and Supplemental/Consolidated Accuracy. The fundamental vertical
accuracy must be determined with checkpoints located only in open terrain and is calculated at the 95percent confidence level as a function of RMSE(z) (1.9600*RMSE(z)). The supplemental or consolidated (when
40 or more checkpoints are consolidated for two or more of the major land cover classes) accuracy is
calculated for the other land cover classes or for combinations of land cover classes respectively. As
elevation errors often vary with density and height of the vegetation cover, a normal distribution of the
error cannot be always assumed, therefore, RMSE(z) cannot be used to calculate the 95-percent accuracy
value. Due to this, the 95th Percentile of absolute errors is calculated for the supplemental and consolidated
accuracy tests (ASPRS 2004). Only points within the project area that strictly meet ASPRS requirements have
been used for the fundamental accuracy assessment.
For the fundamental accuracy of the different DTMs (spatial resolution: 1m, 5m, 10m, 25m; and the DTM
with a spatial resolution of 25m which was used a base for the contour map) covering area 4 – discrete
return 942 dGPS measurements (see chapter 4.2) on consolidated open terrain (mainly roads) were
assessed (see Figure 5). The fundamental accuracy of the different DTMs (spatial resolution 1m, 5m, 10m,
25m) covering the full waveform area was assessed with the help of 306 dGPS measurements (see chapter
4.2) on consolidated open terrain (mainly roads; see Figure 6).
For the supplemental accuracy, additional dGPS checkpoint measurements were attributed to the following
specific land cover classes (see also report ‘Establishment of the GPS control network and checkpoint survey’
(RSS GmbH 2010): Agriculture/Rubber; Bare Area; Burn Scar; Fernland/Shrubland; Gelam Forest; Grassland;
Oil Palm Plantation; Open Forest; Peat Swamp Forest; Regrowth/Open Forest; Riparian Forest; Shrubland.
Only points within the project area and that strictly fulfil the ASPRS requirements have been used in the
supplemental accuracy assessment. For area 4 – discrete return 441 and, for the full waveform area, 224
checkpoints were assessed (see Figure 7 and Figure 8).
Table 3 shows the distribution of these checkpoints among the different land cover classes.
Table 3: Distribution of the dGPS checkpoints used for the fundamental (Clear Areas) and the supplemental vertical accuracy
within the different land cover classes
Area 4

Full waveform area

Land cover class

n

n

Clear Areas

942**

306**

Agriculture/Rubber

30

0*

Bare Area

5*

0*

Burn Scar

62

42

Fernland/Grassland

125

65

Gelam Forest

3*

0*

Oil Palm Plantation

33

0*

Open Forest

34

19*

Peat Swamp Forest

44

44
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Regrowth Forest

12*

12*

Riparian Forest

4*

0*

Shrubland

89

42

Total

1383

530

n = number of checkpoints
*No individual accuracy assessment performed.
**Fundamental accuracy only.

The number of points used in the accuracy assessment largely exceeds the minimum of 100 points required
by the ASPRS guidelines. As no independent test results were available or could be practically obtained, all
accuracies are reported as ‘Compiled to Meet’ (ASPRS 2004).
Figure 5: Location of the dGPS measurement clusters used for the absolute fundamental vertical accuracy assessment of the
DTMs derived from the discrete return LiDAR coverage

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: 942 checkpoints distributed over 9 clusters were used for the discrete return LiDAR data of Area 4.
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Figure 6: Location of the dGPS measurement clusters used for the absolute fundamental vertical accuracy of the DTMs derived
from the full waveform LiDAR coverage

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: 306 checkpoints distributed over three clusters were used for full waveform LiDAR area.
Figure 7: Location of the dGPS measurement clusters used for the absolute supplemental vertical accuracy assessment of the
DTMs derived from the discrete return LiDAR coverage

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: 441 checkpoints were used for the discrete return LiDAR coverage of Area 4.
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Figure 8: Location of the dGPS measurement clusters used for the absolute supplemental vertical accuracy of the DTMs derived
from the full waveform LiDAR coverage.

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: 224 checkpoints were used for full waveform LiDAR area.

To estimate the relative vertical accuracy of the DTMs (spatial resolution 1m, 5m, 10m, and 2m) the
overlapping area of two independent surface datasets (discrete return and full waveform) was analysed
(ASPRS 2004). The skewness, 95th percentile, RMSE(z), and 95-percent confidence level as a function of
RMSE(z) (1.9600*RMSE(z)) of the difference between the two surfaces at 13 615 checkpoints (selected
randomly) were calculated (Figure 9). The difference between the two surfaces was calculated by
subtracting the z-value of the LiDAR derived DTMs of the full waveform area from the corresponding z-value
of the LiDAR derived DTMs of Area 4 – discrete return.

Figure 9: Location of 13 615 randomly selected checkpoints for the relative vertical accuracy estimation within the overlap of
discrete return and the full waveform area

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: The image to the right shows a subset of the left image (pink rectangle).
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4.8 Ortho Photo Production and Mosaicking
Ortho photos do not contain the scale, tilt, and relief distortions characterised by aerial photos. To produce
ortho photos from digital aerial photos, a DTM is needed. The aerial photos were re-projected
orthographically using the elevation information from the DTM and orientation parameters (obtained by
GNSS and IMU systems) to remove these effects.
In this study the 1\m DTM derived from LiDAR data with 2 pt/m2 was used. Although the transects where
the aerial photos were recorded were also covered by full waveform LiDAR data (8 pt/m2) the DTM derived
from that data was not used because it did not fully cover the extent of the aerial photos. First, the images
were colour-corrected using Photoshop, and then the ortho rectification was performed with an in-house
developed script. In a final step, flight lines were mosaicked with the ERDAS Imagine software package.
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5. Results
5.1 Land Cover Classification
Figure 10 shows the results of the land cover classification for the LiDAR study area. Table 4 displays the area
for each of the land cover classes.
Table 4: Spatial extent of the land cover classes within the discrete return LiDAR coverage
Land cover class
No data

Area (ha)
619

Forest

82,435

Degraded, open forest

112,664

Shrubland with ground cover

229,219

Fern, grassland, and agricultural land

222,849

Plantation

13,181

Non vegetated

6,081

Settlement

740

Water

24,412

Wetlands

1,605
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Figure 10: Aggregated land cover map of the year 2009 for the discrete return LiDAR coverage

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: This map is based on the results of the historical land cover classification and land cover change study. For details see report
‘Historical Land Cover Classification and Land Cover Change in the Kalimantan Forests and Climate Partnership (KFCP) Site and the
Kapuas District’ (RSS GmbH 2011).

5.2 Drainage Infrastructure Map
Figure 11 shows the drainage infrastructure map for the LiDAR study area.
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Figure 11: Drainage infrastructure map

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: The map shows the drainage channels (yellow) within the discrete return LiDAR coverage area (left) and for a subset of the
southern KFCP area (right). The pink rectangle in the image left shows the location of the right image.

5.3 Filtering Process and Interpolated DTMs
Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14 display the results of the interpolated DTM, the DSM, and the canopy
height model (CHM; calculated by subtracting the elevation of the DTM from the DSM) at 1m spatial
resolution for the area covered by discrete return LiDAR (2 pt/m2). Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17 show
the results of the interpolated DTM, DSM, and CHM at 1m spatial resolution for the area covered by full
waveform LiDAR (8 pt/m2).
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Figure 12: LiDAR derived DTM with a spatial resolution of 1m (discrete return, 2pt/m2)

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
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Figure 13: LiDAR derived DSM with a spatial resolution of 1m (discrete return, 2pt/m2)

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
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Figure 14: LiDAR derived CHM with a spatial resolution of 1m (discrete return, 2 pt/m2)

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
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Figure 15: LiDAR derived DTM with a spatial resolution of 1m (full waveform, 8 pt/m2)

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
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Figure 16: LiDAR derived DSM with a spatial resolution of 1m (full waveform, 8pt/m2)

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
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Figure 17: LiDAR derived CHM with a spatial resolution of 1m (full waveform, 8pt/m2)

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
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5.3.1 DTM striping pattern
In the technical proposal from Surtech (Surtech 2010) it was defined that half scan angles during data
acquisition should be maximal 20°. This specification was rigorously followed by Surtech, and we observed
average scan half angles of approximately 20° (swath width approximately 700m) in almost all of Area 4
(discrete return LiDAR survey). An exception is observed in the KFCP core area, with an average half scan
angle of about 11° (swath width approximately 250m).
We observed that the use of such wide scan angles in areas covered with dense vegetation (Block E, for
example) caused a stripe pattern in the high resolution DTMs (Figure 19), which was persistent even after
careful filtering. This phenomenon can be explained due to the decreasing probability of a LiDAR beam to hit
the ground with wider scan angles. In this situation the distance between sensor and target (ground)
increases, and thus the probability that vegetation impedes echoes from the ground also increases. The
extreme flatness of study area emphasises this pattern because only under such conditions small height
differences become visible. In hilly terrain this pattern would be masked by the undulating terrain. Figures
18–21 illustrate the effect of scan angle magnitude on the generated DTM. The effect was minimised
through the point cloud filtering process and the anticipated vertical accuracies were achieved.
Figure 18 gives an overview of the location for the profiles described in Figure 19, Figure 20, Figure 23 and
Figure 24. Figure 19 shows the striping pattern in the DTM derived from flight lines with a distance of
approx. 600 meters acquired in Block-E, which is not present in the DTM derived from flight lines with a
distance of approx. 250 meters acquired in in Block-A (Figure 20). An analysis showed that the striping
pattern occurs at scan angles > 15°.
Figure 18: Location of the profiles described in Figures 19, 20, 23, and 24

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: Profile 1 and 2 are located in Block-E where the average distance between flight lines was about 600 m resulting in scan angles
of up to 20°. Profile 1 Block-A is located in Block-A where the average distance between flight lines was approximately 250m with
scan angles of up to 11°.
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Figure 19: Profile 1 Block-E

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: A striping pattern occurs in the DTM due to scan angles of up to 20°. The striping is more pronounced in the 1m DTM than in
the 10m DTM.
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Figure 20: Profile 1 Block-A

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: As scan angles are less than 12° no striping pattern occurs in the DTM.

Figure 21 shows an elevation profile through the DTM striping patterns located in Block-E. It was not
possible to completely eliminate this pattern. However, the analysis of various elevation profiles (see also
Figure 22) showed that the vertical magnitude of the pattern is ranging from 5 to 12cm. This is well below
the accuracy which can be achieved with this LiDAR data set and also below accuracy of ±20cm required by
the TOR.
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Figure 21: Elevation profile through the striping pattern in Block-E

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: Even though the striping pattern is visible in the DTM (5m spatial resolution; red = high areas; light green = low areas) even
after sophisticated filtering, the elevation profile shows that the variability of the pattern is below the required accuracy.
Figure 22: Elevation profile through the striping pattern located in LiDAR Area 4.3

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: The striping pattern is visible in the DTM (spatial resolution 5m; red = high areas; light green = low areas), but the elevation
profile shows that the variability of the pattern (about ±10cm) is below the required accuracy of ±20cm. Note the logging
tracks/tatas which carve into the peat dome.
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5.3.2 Comparison of different methods to create the DTM
It was suggested by Deltares to use the deepest points from the original point cloud. We found this may lead
to over- and/or under-estimations of the terrain elevation. There is a high probability that the deepest point
is an echo from vegetation (see Figure 23, blue spikes). We used only the deepest points from the filtered
point cloud, which does not produce such effects.
Figure 23 shows a comparison of a DTM derived from deepest points within a 5 x 5m grid and a DTM derived
from a filtered point cloud. It is evident that the striping pattern is more pronounced in the deepest points
DTM than in the filtered DTM. Additionally in the deepest points DTM spikes occur which are not present in
the filtered DTM (blue spikes). These spikes would deteriorate the DTM. We concluded that DTM generation
based on the deepest point method without prior filtering is not sufficiently accurate.
Figure 23: Comparison of a DTM derived only from deepest points within 5 x 5m grid cells and a DTM derived from deepest points
after applying the filtering procedure for the Profile 1 Block-A

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: The location of this profile is shown in Figure 18. In the DTM derived from the deepest points within 5 x 5m grid cells (upper
figure) the striping pattern is more visible than in the filtered DTM (second figure from above). The two lower diagrams show height
profiles (the height profile at the bottom is a subset of the whole profile spreading from a distance of 6 000 m to 10 000 m). These
height profiles show the original LiDAR points (green dots), the filtered LiDAR ground point (red dots), the height of the filtered DTM
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with a spatial resolution of 5m (red line), and the height of the DTM derived from the deepest points within 5x5 m grid cells (blue
line). These profiles show that there are spikes within the profile of the DTM derived from deepest points which are not present
within the filtered DTM.

5.3.3 Elevation differences between the DTMs of different spatial resolution
Figure 24 shows there is a difference in absolute elevation between DTMs of different spatial resolution
(1m, 5m, and 10m). The DTM with 1m spatial resolution is the highest and the one with 10m spatial
resolution is the lowest. The DTM with 5m spatial resolution lies between the other two.
Figure 24: Elevation difference of DTMs with different spatial resolution (1m, 5m, and 10m)

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: Shown are the elevation profiles for the Profile 1 Block-A (location of this profile is shown in Figure 18). Shown is also the
original LiDAR point cloud (green dots). The DTM with 1m spatial resolution (red line) is the highest and the one with 10m spatial
resolution is the lowest (orange line). The DTM with 5m spatial resolution lies between the two other ones (blue line).
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5.3.4 Comparison of landscape features between LiDAR DTMs and optical satellite imagery
Figure 25 and Figure 26 show the level of detail that can be achieved for mapping different landscape
features (old river channels, small channels dug into the peat dome etc.) within the LiDAR DTMs. Many of
these features would not be detectable in other remote sensing data (e.g. optical satellite imagery).
Figure 25: Subset of a derived LIDAR DTM (2 pt/m2; spatial resolution 1 m) along the Kapuas River

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: The old riverbeds of the Kapuas river are visible within the DTM (red = low areas; blue = high areas). Red line = Flight line of an
aerial survey conducted by RSS in 2010.
Figure 26: Subset of a LiDAR derived DTM (2 pt/m2; spatial resolution 1m) along the peat dome boundary in the western part of
Block-A

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: Red = low areas; blue = high areas. Small channels dug into the peat dome are visible. Red line = Flight line of an aerial survey
conducted by RSS in 2010.

Figure 27, Figure 28 and Figure 29 give examples of different areas by comparing the LiDAR derived DTMs
with RapidEye imagery (optical satellite imagery with 5m spatial resolution). Many features (e.g. small
drainage channels, old logging tracks) can only be detected in the LiDAR DTMs and not in satellite or aerial
imagery.
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Figure 27: Comparison of RapidEye (upper panels) and the 1m DTM (lower panels) in the south-western part of the KFCP area.

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Red = low areas, green = elevated areas. Note that small channels are visible in the DTM which are not visible in the Rapid Eye
image.
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Figure 28: Comparison of RapidEye and the 1 and 5m DTM of a burned area in the western part of Block-E.

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Upper panels: RapidEye, middle panels: 1m DTM and bottom panels: 5m DTM (red = low areas; blue = high areas). Logging tracks are
detectable in the DTMs but not in the RapidEye image. The burned area (pink in RapidEye) has a lower elevation in comparison to
the adjacent non-burned area due to subsidence after fire.
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Figure 29: Comparison of RapidEye and 1m and 5m DTM of a burned area along a drainage channel in Block-E

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: Upper panel: RapidEye, second panel: aerial photo taken during an aerial survey conducted by RSS in 2010 (the red lines in the
figure show the flight line of this aerial survey). Third panel: 1m DTM, bottom: 5m DTM (red = low areas; blue = high areas). The
elevation difference between the peat affected by fire and the adjacent peat not affected by fire is clearly visible.
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5.3.5 Area of dense low vegetation (e.g. ferns/shrubs)
Figure 30 and Figure 31 give examples of areas with very dense vegetation (e.g. land cover class
ferns/shrubland). From Figure 30 it is evident that within the land cover classes of ferns and shrubs very few
LiDAR measurements actually reach the ground surface. This effect is also discussed in the ASPRS guidelines.
In order to determine the ground surface it was necessary that these areas had to be filtered more
rigorously than the other land cover classes. Figure 30 shows that in these areas of dense vegetation, with
very few LiDAR ground points, the interpolation results can have errors if the LiDAR point cloud is not
filtered carefully.
Figure 30: Example of an area covered by ferns/shrubland

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: The three images to the left (RapidEye imagery, aerial photo, and the 1m DTM with red = low areas; blue = high areas) show
the location of the examined height profiles (black lines). The red lines indicate the flight track of the aerial survey. The three
diagrams on the right show the corresponding height profiles for three different profile widths (1m, 5m, and 10m). These height
profiles show the original LiDAR points (green dots), the filtered LiDAR ground point (red dots), and the height of the DTM with a
spatial resolution of 1m (red line). From these height profiles it is evident that within the land cover class of ferns/shrubland very
few LiDAR measurements actually reach the ground surface. In order to determine the ground surface these areas had to be filtered
more rigorously than the other land cover classes. In these profiles it appears that LiDAR points are beneath the interpolated DTM
which is a problem of presentation due to the perspective view of the transects.
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Figure 31: LiDAR derived DTM (2pt/m2; spatial resolution 1m) with an area of very dense vegetation

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: Red = high areas, light green = low areas. Interpolation errors occur in areas of very dense by ferns/shrubland due to very few
LiDAR echoes reaching the ground.

5.3.6 Berms along channels
Buffers along channels (1m to 10m wide dependent on channel width) were created which were filtered in a
less robust way, so that berms along the channels were not filtered out (Figure 32). In some cases this less
robust filtering process along channels resulted in outliers which did not represent the actual ground surface
and hence lead to errors in the interpolation process. These outliers had to be deleted manually.
Figure 32: LiDAR derived DTM (2pt/m2; spatial resolution 1m) displaying berms along channels

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: Red = high areas, light green = low areas. In order not to filter out these berms buffers along channels (1m to 10m wide) were
created.
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5.4 Contour Maps
Figure 33 shows the LiDAR derived contour map (contour interval of 0.20m) for Area 4 – discrete return.
Figure 33: LiDAR derived contour map with a contour interval of 0.20m

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: Left: Discrete return LiDAR coverage (Area 4). Centre: Subset within the KFCP area of this contour map (pink rectangle in the
left shows the location of this subset). Right: An even smaller subset within the KFCP area of this contour map (pink rectangle in the
centre, shows the location of this subset).

5.5 Accuracy Assessment of the DTMs and Contour Map
The following chapters describe the results of the absolute fundamental, absolute supplemental, and the
relative accuracy assessment for the LiDAR derived DTMs and the contour map.

5.5.1 Fundamental Absolute Vertical Accuracies for Area 4 – Discrete Return
The majority of the dGPS checkpoints for the fundamental accuracy assessment were measured on roads
and berms. These are the only available consolidated open areas within the study area and are usually
higher than the surrounding terrain. In the ASPRS Guidelines (ASPRS 2004, p9) it is recommended that
‘checkpoints should never be selected near severe breaks in slope, such as bridge abutments or edges of
roads, where subsequent interpolation might be performed with inappropriate TIN or DEM points on the
wrong sides of the break lines’ (ASPRS 2004). For this reason, all points near to the road edges have been
eliminated from the process. Also points lying outside of the study area have been eliminated, because no
rigorous quality control was performed on these areas. A total of 942 points distributed in 9 clusters (see
Figure 34) were used for this accuracy assessment.
The need to use points along roads and berms lead to two phenomena: First that with lower spatial
resolution of the resulting DTM these roads tend become lower in the resulting DTMs due to the influence
of the surrounding areas during the deepest point selection process. This is also noticed in the results for the
accuracy of the different DTMs, so that with lower spatial resolution of the DTMs the accuracy also gets
lower (Figures 44 and 45). The second effect is that roads and berms are the most sensitive regions in the
filtering process, since the whole area is very flat and covered with dense low vegetation, which becomes a
confusing factor for the used algorithms, which tend to classify berms covered with vegetation as
vegetation. Berms are also commonly surrounded by water, which can cause data gaps. The solution was
the use of the separated filtering shown in Chapter 4.5.
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Figure 34: Absolute Fundamental accuracy checkpoint clusters distribution for Area 4 – discrete return

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: Total number of checkpoints n=942

Figure 35 to Figure 43 show the absolute individual fundamental accuracies for the 9 accuracy checkpoint
clusters within Area 4 – discrete return.
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Figure 35: Absolute fundamental Accuracy(z) of the DSM (1m) and the DTM (1m) for checkpoint cluster 1 within Area 4 – discrete
return.
Cluster 1 – 108 Checkpoints
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RMSE(z) (m)
Accuracy(z) (m) = 1.96*RMSE(z)
Skewness

-0.08
0.19
0.09
0.18
-0.22

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
th

Note: N= 108. The mean, 95 percentile, RMSE(z), and skewness are additionally given. Also shown is the corresponding DSM (1m)
and DTM (1m).
Figure 36: Absolute fundamental Accuracy(z) of the DSM (1m) and the DTM (1m) for checkpoint cluster 2 within Area 4 – discrete
return.
Cluster 2 – 115 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
th

Note: N = 115. The mean, 95 percentile, RMSE(z), and skewness are additionally given. Also shown is the corresponding DSM (1m)
and DTM (1m).
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Figure 37: Absolute fundamental Accuracy(z) of the DSM (1m) and the DTM (1m) for checkpoint cluster 3 within Area 4 – discrete
return
Cluster 3 – 95 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
th

Note: N = 95. The mean, 95 percentile, RMSE(z), and skewness are additionally given. Also shown is the corresponding ortho photo
(0.10 m), DSM (1m), and DTM (1m).
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Figure 38: Absolute fundamental Accuracy(z) of the DSM (1m) and the DTM (1m) for checkpoint cluster 4 within Area 4.
Cluster 4 – 103 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
th

Note: N = 103. The mean, 95 percentile, RMSE(z), and skewness are additionally given. Also shown is the corresponding ortho photo
(0.10 m), DSM (1m), and DTM (1m).
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Figure 39: Absolute fundamental Accuracy(z) of the DSM (1m) and the DTM (1m) for checkpoint cluster 5 within Area 4 – discrete
return.
Cluster 5 – 62 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
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Note: N = 62. The mean, 95 percentile, RMSE(z) and skewness are additionally given. Also shown is the corresponding ortho photo
(0.10 m), DSM (1 m), and DTM (1m).
Figure 40: Absolute fundamental Accuracy(z) of the DSM (1m) and the DTM (1m) for checkpoint cluster 6 within Area 4 - discrete
return
Cluster 6 – 93 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
th

Note: N = 93. The mean, 95 percentile, RMSE(z) and skewness are additionally given. Also shown is the corresponding ortho photo
(0.10 m), DSM (1m), and DTM (1m).
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Figure 41: Absolute fundamental Accuracy(z) of the DSM (1m) and the DTM (1m) for checkpoint cluster 7 within Area 4 – discrete
return.
Cluster 7 – 95 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
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Note: N = 95. The mean, 95 percentile, RMSE(z) and skewness are additionally given. Also shown is the corresponding ortho photo
(0.10 m), DSM (1m), and DTM (1m).
Figure 42: Absolute fundamental Accuracy(z) of the DSM (1m) and the DTM (1m) for checkpoint cluster 8 within Area 4 – discrete
return.
Cluster 8 – 111 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
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Note: N = 111. The mean, 95 percentile, RMSE(z) and skewness are additionally given. Also shown is the corresponding ortho photo
(0.10m), DSM (1m), and DTM (1m).
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Figure 43: Absolute fundamental Accuracy(z) of the DSM (1m) and the DTM (1m) for checkpoint cluster 9 within Area 4 – discrete
return.
Cluster 9 – 160 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
th

Note: N = 160. The mean, 95 percentile, RMSE(z), and skewness are additionally given. Also shown is the corresponding ortho photo
(0.10m), DSM (1m), and DTM (1m).

In Figure 44 the absolute consolidated fundamental vertical accuracies for the LiDAR DTMs (spatial
resolution: 1m, 5m, 10m, 25m; and the DTM with a spatial resolution of 25m which was used a base for the
contour map) for Area 4 – discrete return are shown (n = 942). Also shown are the mean elevation
differences between the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints. From these mean differences, it is
clear that with lower resolution the DTMs tend to lie lower than the dGPS checkpoints.
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Figure 44: Consolidated fundamental accuracies for all dGPS checkpoints taken at the 9 clusters and the scatterplots for each
product.
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
th

Note: Products: DSM and DTM 1m, DTM 5m, DTM 10m, DTM 25m and DTM 25m for the contour plots (n = 942). The mean, 95
percentile, RMSE(z), and skewness are additionally given.

The highest accuracy (0.18m) is obtained for the DTM with a spatial resolution of 1m. This result is very
similar to the point cloud accuracy (0.14m; derived from the DSM accuracy in Figure 44). When analysed the
scatter plots in which the elevation of the different DTMs is compared to the elevation of the dGPS
checkpoints it can be concluded that the best DTM derived has 1m spatial resolution and that it gets less
accurate with lower spatial resolution (Figure 45).
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Figure 45: Absolute fundamental accuracy of the four LiDAR derived DTMs (DSM 1 m, DTM 1 m, DTM 5 m, DTM 10 m, and DTM
25 m) covering area 4 – discrete return.

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: The equation accuracy(z)= 1.96*RMSE(z) was used for the calculation. With lower spatial resolution the accuracy tends to also
be lower.

5.5.2 Fundamental Absolute Vertical Accuracies for the Full Waveform Area
Figure 46 shows the absolute fundamental vertical accuracy of the LiDAR DSM (spatial resolution: 1m) and
DTMs (spatial resolution: 1m, 5m, 10m, 25m) for the full waveform area. From the mean differences it is
obvious that with lower spatial resolution the DTMs tend to lie lower than the elevation of dGPS
checkpoints. Here also the accuracy gets lower with lower spatial resolution of the DTMs (Figure 46 and 47).
The highest accuracy with 0.28m is obtained for the DTM with a spatial resolution of 1m. Similar to the
results above when analysed the scatter plots in which the elevation of the different DTMs is compared to
the elevation of the dGPS checkpoints it can be concluded that the best results are obtained with higher
spatial resolution (Figure 47). As above this phenomenon can be explained as due to the fact that almost all
dGPS checkpoints for the fundamental accuracy were recorded on roads and berms. It is also noticeable that
the point cloud accuracy (0.20m; derived from the DSM accuracy in Figure 44) is lower than the accuracy
obtained on the discrete return dataset (0.14 m; derived from the DSM accuracy in Figure 46). This confirms
information given by Surtech on 05/01/2012 in email communication: ‘… during flight the analog signal is
digitised and stored. Extraction of points is carried out later on a PC and the software can extract up to 15
returns. This process is similar to a D/A converter on Audio CD, where during conversion from analog to
digital, there is slight loss of data. Therefore waveform is considered less accurate. If you overlap the same
strip you'll notice a difference of a few cm between points …’
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Figure 46: Absolute fundamental accuracies for all dGPS checkpoints and the scatter plots for each product (DSM 1m and DTM
1m, DTM 5m, DTM 10m, DTM 25m and DTM 25m for the contour plots) for the full waveform area.
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
th

Note: N = 306. The mean, 95 percentile, RMSE(z), and skewness are additionally given.
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Figure 47: Absolute Fundamental accuracy of the four LiDAR derived products (DSM 1m, DTM 1m, DTM 5m, DTM 10m, and DTM
25m) covering the full waveform area.

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: The equation accuracy(z)= 1.96*RMSE(z) was used for the calculation. Here also with lower spatial resolution the accuracy tends
also to be lower.

5.5.3 Supplemental Absolute Vertical Accuracies for the Area 4 – Discrete Return
Figure 48 to Figure 54 show the results for the supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at a ‘Compiled to
Meet’ level for the different land cover classes of the different DTMs (spatial resolution: 1m, 5m, 10m, 25 m)
for Area 4 – discrete return. The supplemental accuracies are reported as the 95th Percentiles of the errors
(ASPRS 2004). Also shown are the mean elevation differences between the LiDAR derived DTMs and the
dGPS checkpoints.
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Figure 48: Supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at the ‘Compiled to Meet’ level of the different DTMs for the land cover class
Fernland/Grassland covering Area 4 – discrete return.
Land Cover Class: Fernland/Grassland – 125 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
th

Note: N = 125. The accuracies are reported as the 95 Percentiles of the errors. Also shown is the mean elevation differences
between the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints (m), the RMSE(z) (m) and the skewness. The accuracy tends to get worse
with lower resolution due to uneven terrain.
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Figure 49: Supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at the ‘Compiled to Meet’ level of the different DTMs for the land cover class
Shrubland covering Area 4 – discrete return.
Land Cover Class: Shrubland – 89 Checkpoints
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-0.57
-0.75
1.05
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-0.79

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: N = 89. The accuracies are reported as the 95th Percentiles of the errors. Also shown is the mean elevation differences
between the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints (m), the RMSE(z) (m) and the skewness.
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Figure 50: Supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at the ‘Compiled to Meet’ level of the different DTMs for the land cover class
Peat Swamp Forest covering Area 4 – discrete return.
Land Cover Class: Peat Swamp Forest – 44 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
th

Note: N = 44). The accuracies are reported as the 95 Percentiles of the errors. Also shown is the mean elevation differences
between the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints (m), the RMSE(z) (m) and the skewness. Only for the land cover class
peat swamp forest the DTM 5m and DTM 10m has a higher accuracy than the DTM 1m (also true for the full waveform area). But the
accuracy for the DTM 25m is then again lower than that of the DTM 1m.
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Figure 51: Supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at the ‘Compiled to Meet’ level of the different DTMs for the land cover class
Open Forest covering Area 4 – discrete return.
Land Cover Class: Open Forest – 34 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
th

Note: N = 34. The accuracies are reported as the 95 Percentiles of the errors. Also shown is the mean elevation differences
between the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints (m), the RMSE(z) (m) and the skewness.
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Figure 52: Supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at the ‘Compiled to Meet’ level of the different DTMs for the land cover class
Oil Palm Plantation covering Area 4 – discrete return.
Land Cover Class: Oil Palm Plantation – 33 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
th

Note: N = 33. The accuracies are reported as the 95 Percentiles of the errors. Also shown is the mean elevation differences
between the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints (m), the RMSE(z) (m) and the skewness.
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Figure 53: Supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at the ‘Compiled to Meet’ level of the different DTMs for the land cover class
Burn Scar covering Area 4 – discrete return.
Land Cover Class: Burn Scar – 62 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
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Note: N = 62. The accuracies are reported as the 95 Percentiles of the errors. Also shown is the mean elevation differences
between the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints (m), the RMSE(z) (m) and the skewness.
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Figure 54: Supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at the ‘Compiled to Meet’ level of the different DTMs for the land cover class
Agriculture/Rubber covering Area 4 – discrete return.
Land Cover Class: Agriculture/Rubber – 30 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
th

Note: N = 30. The accuracies are reported as the 95 Percentiles of the errors. Also shown is the mean elevation differences
between the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints (m), the RMSE(z) (m) and the skewness.
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Figure 55 shows the consolidated supplemental vertical accuracy for the all land cover classes covering Area
4 – discrete return (n = 441).
Figure 55: Consolidated supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at the ‘Compiled to Meet’ level of the different DTMs for all
land cover class covering area 4 – discrete return.
Consolidated Supplemental Accuracy: Area 4 – Discrete Return – 441 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
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Note: N = 441. The accuracies are reported as the 95 Percentiles of the errors. Also shown is the mean elevation differences
between the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints (m), the RMSE(z) (m) and the skewness.
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Figure 56 to Figure 59 show the scatter plots displaying the elevation (m) of the measured dGPS checkpoints
and the elevation (m) of the LiDAR derived DTMs for Area 4 – discrete return (n = 441) grouped according to
the different land cover classes.
Figure 56: Scatter plot displaying the elevation (m) of the measured dGPS checkpoints and the elevation (m) of the LiDAR derived
DTM 1m for area 4 – discrete return.

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: N = 441. The checkpoints are grouped according to the different land cover classes.
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Figure 57: Scatter plot displaying the elevation (m) of the measured dGPS checkpoints and the elevation (m) of the LiDAR derived
DTM 5m for Area 4 – discrete return.

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: N = 441. The checkpoints are grouped according to the different land cover classes.
Figure 58: Scatter plot displaying the elevation (m) of the measured dGPS checkpoints and the elevation (m) of the LiDAR derived
DTM 10m for Area 4 – discrete return.

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: N = 441. The checkpoints are grouped according to the different land cover classes.
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Figure 59: Scatter plot displaying the elevation (m) of the measured dGPS checkpoints and the elevation (m) of the LiDAR derived
DTM 25m for Area 4 – discrete return.

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: N = 441. The checkpoints are grouped according to the different land cover classes.

Figure 48 to Figure 59 show that the most accurate model is the 1m DTM. The 5m and 10m models have
similar accuracies, noticeable worse than the 1m model. The 25m is clearly too low (mean of -0.51m). Only
for the land cover class peat swamp forest the DTM 5 m and DTM 10m has a higher accuracy than the DTM
1m (also true for the full waveform area) (Figure 50). But here also the accuracy for the DTM 25m is lower
than that of the DTM 1 m (Figure 50).

5.5.4 Supplemental Absolute Vertical Accuracies for the Full Waveform Area
Figure 60 to Figure 64 show the results for the supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at a ‘Compiled to
Meet’ level for the different land cover classes of the different DTMs (spatial resolution: 1m. 5m. 10m. 25m)
for the full waveform area. For the last two classes (Regrowth Forest and Open Forest) no individual
statistics were calculated because the minimal number of checkpoints (20, see ASPRS 2004) was not
reached, but these points are included in the consolidated result (n = 224) (Figure 65). For all classes ortho
photo, DSM (1m), and DTM (1m) examples for the given land cover classes are shown. The mean elevation
differences between the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints are also shown.
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Figure 60: Supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at the ‘Compiled to Meet’ level of the different DTMs for the land cover class
Peat Swamp Forest covering the full waveform area.
Land Cover Class: Peat Swamp Forest – 44 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
th

Note: N = 44. The accuracies are reported as the 95 Percentiles of the errors. Also givens is the mean elevation differences between
the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints (m), the RMSE(z) (m) and the skewness. Additionally a dGPS transect is shown
with the corresponding ortho photo 0.10 m, DSM 1m, and DTM 1m.
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Figure 61: Supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at the ‘Compiled to Meet’ level of the different DTMs for the land cover class
Shrubland covering the full waveform area.
Land Cover Class: Shrubland – 42 Checkpoints
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Note: N = 42. The accuracies are reported as the 95 Percentiles of the errors. Also givens is the mean elevation differences between
the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints (m), the RMSE(z) (m) and the skewness. Additionally a dGPS transect is shown
with the corresponding ortho photo 0.10 m, DSM 1 m, and DTM 1m.
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Figure 62: Supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at the ‘Compiled to Meet’ level of the different DTMs for the land cover class
Burn Scar covering the full waveform area.
Land Cover Class: Burn Scar – 42 Checkpoints
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Note: N = 42. The accuracies are reported as the 95 Percentiles of the errors. Also givens is the mean elevation differences between
the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints (m), the RMSE(z) (m) and the skewness. Additionally a dGPS transect is shown
with the corresponding ortho photo 0.10 m, DSM 1m, and DTM 1m.
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Figure 63: Supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at the ‘Compiled to Meet’ level of the different DTMs for the land cover class
Fernland/Grassland covering the full waveform area.
Land Cover Class: Fernland/Grassland – 65 Checkpoints
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Note: N = 65. The accuracies are reported as the 95 Percentiles of the errors. Also givens is the mean elevation differences between
the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints (m), the RMSE(z) (m) and the skewness. Additionally a dGPS transect is shown
with the corresponding ortho photo 0.10m, DSM 1 m, and DTM 1m.
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Figure 64: For the land Cover classes Regrowth Forest and Open Forest no individual statistics were calculated because the
minimal number of 20 checkpoints (20,) was not reached.
Land Cover Class: Regrowth Forest – 12 Checkpoints
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Land Cover Class: Open Forest – 19 Checkpoints
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Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: See ASPRS 2004. The checkpoints for these classes are however included in the consolidated result (Figure 65). Additionally a
dGPS transect is shown with the corresponding ortho photos 0.10m, DSMs 1m, and DTMs 1m.
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Figure 65: Consolidated supplemental absolute vertical accuracies at the ‘Compiled to Meet’ level of the different DTMs for all land
cover class covering the full waveform area.
Consolidated Supplemental Accuracy (Full Waveform Area) – 224 Points
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Note: N = 224. The accuracies are reported as the 95 Percentiles of the errors. Also shown is the mean elevation differences
between the LiDAR derived DTMs and the dGPS checkpoints (m), the RMSE(z) (m) and the skewness.
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Figure 66 to Figure 69 show the scatter plots displaying the elevation (m) of the measured DGPS checkpoints
and the elevation (m) of the LiDAR derived DTMs for the full waveform area (n = 224) grouped according to
the different land cover classes. Similar to the discrete return dataset, the most accurate model is the 1m.
The 5m and 10m models have similar accuracies, slightly worse than the 1m model. The 25m is clearly too
low.
Figure 66: Scatter plot displaying the elevation (m) of the measured dGPS checkpoints and the elevation (m) of the LiDAR derived
DTM 1m for the full waveform area.

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: N = 224. The checkpoints are grouped according to the different land cover classes.
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Figure 67: Scatter plot displaying the elevation (m) of the measured dGPS checkpoints and the elevation (m) of the LiDAR derived
DTM 5 m for the full waveform area.

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: N = 224. The checkpoints are grouped according to the different land cover classes.
Figure 68: Scatter plot displaying the elevation (m) of the measured dGPS checkpoints and the elevation (m) of the LiDAR derived
DTM 10m for the full waveform area.

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: N = 224. The checkpoints are grouped according to the different land cover classes.
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Figure 69: Scatter plot displaying the elevation (m) of the measured dGPS checkpoints and the elevation (m) of the LiDAR derived
DTM 25m for the full waveform area.

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: N = 224. The checkpoints grouped according to the different land cover classes.

5.5.5 Relative Vertical Accuracies
Table 5 shows the relative vertical accuracy of the DTMs (spatial resolution: 1m, 5m, 10m and 25m) for Area
4 – discrete return. The Skewness, 95th Percentile, RMSE(z) and 95-percent confidence level as a function of
RMSE(z) (1.96*RMSE(z)) was calculated for 13 615 samples randomly chosen. This table also shows that the
spatial resolution does not significantly affect the relative accuracy. The highest relative vertical accuracy is
obtained by the DTM with a spatial resolution of 1m. Figure 70 additionally displays the scatter plots
displaying the elevation (m) of the DTM from full waveform (FW) checkpoints and the corresponding the
elevation (m) of the LiDAR derived DTMs for Area 4 – discrete return (Discrete Return – DR).
Table 5: Relative vertical accuracy of the different DTMs of area 4 – discrete return
DTM

N

Mean (m)

95th Percentile (m)

RMSE(z) (m)

1.96*RMSE(z) (m)

Skewness

1m

13615

0.01

0.25

0.12

0.24

-0.06

5m

13615

0.02

0.24

0.13

0.26

-0.31

10m

13615

0.00

0.26

0.14

0.28

0.66

25m

13615

0.10

0.32

0.17

0.34

-0.11

Note: N = number of samples for calculation
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Figure 70: Scatter plots displaying the elevation (m) of the DTM from full waveform checkpoints and the corresponding elevation
(m) of the LiDAR derived DTMs for area 4 – discrete return.

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: Discrete return – DR and Full Waveform – FW

The results presented in Table 5 and Figure 70 show that there is no difference between the both data types
(discrete return and full waveform), except to the 25m model which deviates slightly more from the other
models. Combining this result with the result from Chapters 5.5.1 to 5.5.4, it is possible to conclude that
using full waveform data does not improve the DTM modelling.
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5.6 Ortho Photos
Figure 71 exemplarily shows the ortho photo stripes produced within the full waveform area.
Figure 71: Ortho photo stripes produced within the full waveform area

Source: Remote Sensing Solutions GmbH
Note: The ortho photos are superimposed on the DTM for the KFCP area (spatial resolution 1m) (left image). The right image shows
a subset within these ortho photos (pink rectangle in the left image).
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6. Conclusions
This report summarises the outcomes of the LiDAR survey conducted with the KFCP project. LiDAR data with
differing technical specifications was collected in two study areas in Central Kalimantan, Indonesia. The
datasets used in this study, as well as the methodologies used for data analysis, accuracy assessment and
quality control were described in detail. The analysis steps comprised the classification of land cover in the
study areas, the filtering workflow developed for the identification of the ground returns in the LiDAR data,
the creation of Digital Terrain Models (DTMs), the mapping of drainage infrastructure, and elevation
contours.
A key focus of this study was on the overall evaluation of the products, including a rigorous accuracy
assessment, and quality control of all the derived data products. The guidelines of the American Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) were strictly followed for this accuracy assessment and
quality control. Each of the derived DTMs was analysed for absolute fundamental vertical accuracy (the
accuracy of the data on open consolidated terrain) and absolute supplemental vertical accuracy (the
accuracy of the data for the different land cover categories). Furthermore an assessment of relative vertical
accuracy of the DTMs derived from the different LiDAR datasets of the discrete return coverage and the full
waveform coverage was conducted.
For the discrete return LiDAR coverage, it was found that the 1m spatial resolution DTM had highest
fundamental vertical accuracy at 0.18m, which is extremely close to the vertical accuracy of the raw LiDAR
data at 0.14m. With decreasing spatial resolution of the DTM, the modelled terrain surface tends to be
lower than the GPS checkpoints, and the fundamental vertical accuracy decreases substantially, down to
3.19m for the 25m DTM. It can therefore be concluded that the highest possible spatial resolution must be
used to achieve the highest possible vertical accuracy of the DTMs. The coarser the spatial resolution, the
lower the modelled terrain elevation. The assessment of the absolute supplemental vertical accuracy
confirmed that the 1m DTM had the highest vertical accuracy for all classes except for the class ‘Peat Swamp
Forest’ where the 5m DTM was most accurate. However, with further decreasing spatial resolution, the
supplemental vertical accuracy for this class also decreases.
For the full waveform LiDAR dataset collected in the KFCP area, the results of the accuracy assessment
revealed that the highest absolute fundamental vertical accuracy was achieved also at 1m spatial resolution.
However, the vertical accuracy of the 1m DTM is slightly lower at 0.28m when compared to the DTM derived
from the discrete return LiDAR dataset. This is directly related to the lower point cloud accuracy of 0.20m of
the full waveform dataset. Similarly to the discrete return LiDAR data, DTMs with lower spatial resolution
tend to have a lower fundamental vertical accuracy.
The assessment of relative vertical accuracy showed that the highest similarity between the DTMs can be
achieved at 1m spatial resolution, with decreasing relative vertical accuracy at lower resolution. However, it
was also shown that the differences between the products derived from the two different LiDAR datasets
are not significant.
The results of this LiDAR study highlight the very high quality of the topographic data which can be derived
from LiDAR data. The products generated in this work can be used for planning and modelling of
hydrological interventions and deliver valuable information for quantifying peat subsidence through the
processes bacterial decomposition, fire, and mechanical compaction in conjunction with field data, which
can form a key part of measuring greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from peat. The topographic data
generated can also be used for the assessment and planning of agricultural interventions, with a focus on
water management. Furthermore, the results of this study provide detailed information on channels and
drainage infrastructure, and can therefore be used as a tool in monitoring development in the peatlands and
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can thus be used to monitor drainage and assess its impacts. Finally, the derived datasets can be used as an
input to directly estimate average vegetation height (forest, agricultural crops etc.) and their internal canopy
structure, with the possibility to derive aboveground biomass and carbon stock estimates from the LiDAR
data.
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7. Supplemental materials
Dataset

Folder

dsm_area4.xxx

Resolution

Notes

DSM

1m

Digital Surface Model – Area 4 (complete)

dsm_fullwaveform.xxx

DSM

1m

Digital Surface Model – Full waveform Data

chm_1m_v2.xxx

CHM

1m

Canopy Height Model – Area 4 (complete)

chm_1m_fw_v2.xxx

CHM

1m

Canopy Height Model – Full waveform Data

dtm_1m_v2.xxx

DTM\1m

1m

Digital Terrain Model – Area 4 (complete)

dtm_1m_v2_filled_cells.xxx

DTM\1m

1m

Cells with LiDAR Data – Area 4 (complete)

dtm_fullwaveform_1m_v2.xxx

DTM\1m

1m

Digital Terrain Model – Full waveform Data

dtm_fullwaveform_1m_v2_filled_cells.xxx

DTM\1m

1m

Cells with LiDAR Data – Full waveform Data

dtm_5m_v2.xxx

DTM\5m

5m

Digital Terrain Model – Area 4 (complete)

dtm_5m_v2_filled_cells.xxx

DTM\5m

5m

Cells with LiDAR Data – Area 4 (complete)

dtm_fullwaveform_5m_v2.xxx

DTM\5m

5m

Digital Terrain Model – Full waveform Data

dtm_fullwaveform_5m_v2_filled_cells.xxx

DTM\5m

5m

Cells with LiDAR Data – Full waveform Data

dtm_10m_v2.xxx

DTM\10m

10m

Digital Terrain Model – Area 4 (complete)

dtm_10m_v2_filled_cells.xxx

DTM\10m

10m

Cells with LiDAR Data – Area 4 (complete)

dtm_fullwaveform_10m_v2.xxx

DTM\10m

10m

Digital Terrain Model – Full waveform Data

dtm_fullwaveform_10m_v2_filled_cells.xxx

DTM\10m

10m

Cells with LiDAR Data – Full waveform Data

dtm_25m_v2.xxx

DTM\25m

25m

Digital Terrain Model – Area 4 (complete)

dtm_25m_v2_filled_cells.xxx

DTM\25m

25m

Cells with LiDAR Data – Area 4 (complete)
Digital Terrain Model – Full waveform Data

dtm_fullwaveform_25m_v2.xxx

DTM\25m

25m

dtm_fullwaveform_25m_v2_filled_cells.xxx

DTM\25m

25m

Orthophotos\Mosaics

0.10m

strip_01.rar - strip_64.rar
strip_01 - strip_64

Cells with LiDAR Data – Full waveform Data
Othophotos Mosaics

Orthophotos\Single

0.10m

Orthophotos\Strips_SHP

-

Orientation Parameters

Area_41_50S_exact.shp

Areas

-

Exact boundary Area 4.1

Area_42_50S_exact.shp

Areas

-

Exact boundary Area 4.2

Area_43_50S_exact.shp

Areas

-

Exact boundary Area 4.3

Area_44_50S_exact.shp

Areas

-

Exact boundary Area 4.4
Exact boundary KFCP

strip_01.shp - strip_64.shp

KFCP_50S_exact.shp
Land_cover_classification_2009.shp
Rivers_v1.shp
Channels_v2.shp

Single Ortophotos

Areas

-

Land_Cover

-

Land cover classification

Drainage_Infrastructure

-

Rivers

Drainage_Infrastructure

-

Drainage channels

aal_176_9638_class.las
aal_209_9689_class.las

-

Classified_LAS/Area_41

-

Classified Point Clouds – Area 4.1

aal_210_9665_class.las
aal_269_9735_class.las

-

Classified_LAS/Area_42

-

Classified Point Clouds – Area 4.2

aal_230_9715_class.las
aal_262_9757_class.las

-

Classified_LAS/Area_43

-

Classified Point Clouds – Area 4.3

aal_165_9751_class.las
aal_219_9724_class.las

-

Classified_LAS/Area_44

-

Classified Point Clouds – Area 4.4

aal_205_9745_class.las
aal_242_9773_class.las

-

Classified_LAS/KFCP

-

Classified Point Clouds – KFCP

aafw_9730_225_class.las
aafw_9765_223_class.las

-

Classified_LAS/FW

-

Classified Point Clouds – Full waveform Data

Important: Please refer to the metadata files within the Folders.
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